
CALLING FOR CHANGE:
FINDINGS FROM THE WHO’S NOT AT THE TABLE? CONFERENCE

& EMERGING NATIONAL RESEARCH AGENDA
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SHANNON K. STEFL
u Engineering & Science Education, 

Clemson University       
u sstefl@clemson.edu

JULIE P. MARTIN
u Engineering & Science Education, 

Clemson University        
u martin1@clemson.edu
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Why We Are Here Today 

We want the voices and input of CoNECD community members 
in shaping this research agenda

uDo you want to get involved in crafting the agenda?
uHow and where to disseminate the agenda?
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WWW.INCLUSIVEENGINEERING.ORG

u Who’s Not At The Table project
u Proceedings of the event

u White Paper detailing conversations and findings

u National research agenda

u Publications & resources on inclusion

u Contact us to get involved 

www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu4



ASEE MIND Webinar powered by WEPAN 
u www.inclusiveengineering.org/webinars

uwww.wepan.org/page/aseemindhie
u Setting meeting “norms,” making events fully 

accessible to people having disabilities, budgetary 
necessities, and promoting networking and full 
participation

www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu5



www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu

October 2016: National Science Foundation 
funded our team to establish a national 

research agenda for broadening the 
participation in engineering by persons self-

identifying as

Veterans     
LGBTQ+       

Low Income/First Generation   
Disabilities 
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www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu

Educational Researchers Educational Practitioners

Administrators Policymakers

worked together to start conversations 
about inclusive research
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What Lends Itself To Authentic Inclusion?

www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu

Theories

Research Methods

Research Questions

Educational Practices & experience

Knowledge needed to inform practice
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White Paper details the findings from these rich conversations 

www.inclusiveengineering.org
inclusive_table@clemson.edu

1 page summary
of  findings 
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Relationships 
between 

Practitioners
and

Researchers

Theories

Research Methods

Research Questions

Educational Practices & experience

Knowledge needed to inform practice
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Researchers and 
Practitioners

Inclusive work is fostered 
through RELATIONSHIPS
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Research informing Practice ResearchinformingPractice

Researchers
Inform and are 

informed by

Practitioners
Inform and are 

informed by
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The Conversation Keeps Going With The CoNECD Community
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MEP,  WiE,  
Student 
Services,  
Diversity 
Staff & 
Leaders

Practitioners 
and Educators

WEPAN, 
NAMEPA, 

ASEE 
Members

Educational 
Researchers

Departmental 
Leaders and 

Administrators

u Contribute additional perspectives

u Expand upon and refine the findings presented in the White Paper

u Help us draft/revise the research agenda report
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Have you been involved in projects like ours, or can 
offer some guidance on crafting a research agenda?

Help us shape this national research agenda 
for broadening the participation in engineering by persons self-identifying as

Veterans     LGBTQ+       Low Income/First Generation   Disabilities 
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Do You Have Ideas About HOW and WHERE To Disseminate 
The Final Research Agenda?

u What form(s) should the agenda take?

u What would help you share this agenda with others?

u Where should we publish the final report? 

u What other venues/professional societies/conferences should we present the report to?
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How To Join Us & Offer Suggestions
Website
www.inclusiveengineering.org/contact

u To contribute to the national research agenda  
u To make suggestions of how and where to 

disseminate the agenda
u To read findings detailed in our White Paper

Email 
inclusive_table@clemson.edu
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Shannon is looking to talk to 
women engineering faculty about professional and personal well-being

for her dissertation 

http://bit.ly/wie_wellbeing_survey
u Fill out a survey about your well-being 

experiences 

u Recommend a friend/colleague 

u Learn more about my study 

Shannon K. Stefl
SSTEFL@CLEMSON.EDU
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Thank you to our collaborators and everyone 
who has contributed to this work so far

We are eager to continue this work with the CoNECD community
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